Productsup is a tech company that revolutionized the way in which product data was being handled. We provide the most
efficient and user-friendly software to manage and optimize product data. Our cloud platform helps online retailers and
marketing agencies structure, automate and optimize large product data feeds for the most popular online shopping and
marketing channels across the globe.
We’re a fast-growing, innovative firm that was founded in 2010. The extraordinary and dedicated team has turned
Productsup into a global player. This is your chance to become part of our success story.

Team: 25-30
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Markets: Global

Student
Employee
Product
Management
(m/f)
20h/week
- Berlin
Have you got what it takes?
We’d love to hear from you!
Send your application to:

Lena Wisser
Client Success Manager
lw@productsup.io
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Offices: Berlin + Munich + San Francisco

|

www.productsup.io

Job description:
At Productsup, we're passionate about Product Data and providing Digital Marketers the
leading solution to save time, increase visibility and be in control. We're looking for an
ambitious, tech-loving people's person to join our team as a Student
Employee for Product Management in the heart of Berlin.
Your primary function is to work closely with the Product Management team and contribute in
Quality assurance and testing
Conducting data-driven analyses
Product maintenance and content creation
Planning and conceptualizing projects for product growth

What you bring to the team:
Experience in front-end design and documentation
A detail-oriented eye for excellence
Proficiency in SQL - HTML, CSS, JS (preferred)
A strong structural and project-oriented thinking pattern
Background in Information Systems or Business Informatics (preferred)
Advanced understanding of IT systems and their infrastructure
Ability to understand complex technological processes
Solid understanding of the performance marketing & e-commerce industries
Excellent time-management and ability to prioritize important tasks
Self-motivated, positive attitude and an autonomous work-ethic
Strong team player
Excellent communication as well as literary skills
Native level German (preferred) and fluent in English (spoken + written)

What we offer you:
Flexible hours complying to academic studies with a fair and attractive salary
Modern workplace in the heart of Berlin
High level of personal responsibility
Open communication with a flat hierarchy
A highly motivated, international and dynamic team
Regular team events
Drinks, fresh fruit & snacks daily

